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A three-dimensional analysis of bending losses in dielectric optical waveguides is presented. It constitutes a

nontrivial generalization of previous two- and three-dimensional studies by other authors. Our analysis is based on

homogeneous integral equations for the total radiation field and suitable asymptotic approximations for Green's

functions. A key role is played by a new three-dimensional approximation for a relevant Bessel function with large

order and argument (the former being larger than the latter). A nontrivial check of the consistency of all those

approximations is given. General formulas are presented for the radiated field and the energy flow and for a

bending-loss coefficient in three dimensions. Numerical results are also given, in order to assess the difference

between the results of other authors and ours. Such a difference is rather small for monomode behavior near cutoff,

increases as the behavior of the waveguide changes from monomode to multimode, and decreases as the parameter V

increases for a given core radius and propagation mode.

1. INTRODUCTION

Bending losses stand as an important phenomenon, giving
rise to a decrease in the confined energy flow in an optical
waveguide or fiber. A rather large number of interesting

results1-18 have been published on the subject. We refer
(and will do so throughout the present work) to books by
Marcuse'9 and Snyder and Love20 as representative ac-
counts of the basic theoretical understanding of curvature
losses in optical waveguides, even if other works among those
referred to above offer additional useful viewpoints. A com-

parative study of them19 20 reveals that each one displays
basic insights, but it also suggests that further analysis is
necessary. In fact, Marcuse's analysis 19 contains some use-

ful hints regarding the basic approximations in two dimen-
sions, but even with certain three-dimensional exten-
sions6-1 it is restricted to special (even if important) cases,
and, moreover, these works do not make use of the powerful

and general framework offered by three-dimensional inte-
gral equations.

On the other hand, Snyder and Love20 do make use of
three-dimensional integral equations as starting points and
obtain some interesting approximate formulas, which, how-
ever, cannot be regarded as fully general three-dimensional
versions of Marcuse's special two- and three-dimensional
results referred to above. In this paper we will present a
three-dimensional integral equation analysis in which suit-
able generalizations of Marcuse's approximations can in-

deed be carried out so as to obtain new and general formulas
for the flow of radiated energy and bending-loss coefficients.

In so doing, we shall generalize to three-dimensional optical
fibers our previous work on bending losses in two-dimen-

sional neutron waveguides.21

This paper is organized as follows. In Sections 2 and 3 we

shall outline the basic equations and assumptions and some
helpful properties for propagation modes in straight (un-
bent) fibers. In Section 4 we present the above-mentioned
general treatment for the total radiation field in three-di-
mensional bent waveguides, based on a homogeneous inte-
gral equation and a suitable Green's function. A new and
useful approximation for certain relevant Bessel functions of
larger order and argument (the former being larger than the
latter), which generalizes (but differs from) those used by
other authors, is obtained: its derivation is given in Appen-
dix A. From this derivation a rather general representation
is obtained for the total radiation field in the asymptotic
region. In Section 5 we evaluate the flow of radiated energy

for a general (multimode) curved waveguide and present a

new formula for the bending-loss coefficient associated with
any given propagation mode. In Section 6, several numeri-

cal calculations are carried out in order to assess the magni-
tude of the main (exponential) factors determining the
bending-loss coefficient. Throughout Sections 4, 6, and (in

particular) 7 we discuss our results in comparison with those
of previous authors, as summarized by Marcuse19 and Sny-
der and Love.20

2. PHYSICAL FOUNDATIONS

We consider in three-dimensional space a dielectric wave-

guide with infinite length. For the purpose of our study it
has an x-varying structure represented by the relative di-
electric permittivity E = E(x) [x = (x, y, z)]. (Throughout

this work, vectors for three- and two-dimensional cases will
be designated by overbars and boldface, respectively.) The
waveguide is surrounded by an infinite isotropic medium
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(the clad) with a constant relative permittivity c. Let an
electromagnetic wave propagate along the waveguide; for
simplicity, we shall consider a monochromatic optical field
described by the electric and magnetic fields E(x), H(X) and
the frequency w. We assume that (x) has a suitably smooth
variation for x inside the waveguide. Thus, in a first study,
Maxwell's equations can be approximated for any x as (time-
dependent factors will always be factored out and k = wc):

(A + k2e)E =-k 2(e - ec)E,

(A + k2ec)H -k
2 (e )H,

(la)

(lb)

with A = AT + a2/z 2, AT = 02/x 2 + 02/ay2, where e - c> 0
(= 0) inside (outside) the waveguide. No use will be made
(except in Section 5) of '(eE) = 0 and VH = 0.

We also suppose that at the surface of the waveguide e
varies smoothly so that R, H, and the normal derivatives of
their components are approximately continuous, in order to
simplify our first analysis of bending losses.

For definiteness, e and c are real parameters (no absorp-
tion), but it will become obvious that our analysis will also be
valid (up to at most some trivial modifications) for complex
e, c.

To fix the ideas, we shall work only with the electric field E
and its associated wave equation in Eq. (la) in Sections 3-5
(and in Appendix B). A similar study will hold, obviously,
for the magnetic field. Use of both E and H fields will be
required in Section 5 for the analysis of energy flux and the
bending-loss coefficient.

3. UNBENT WAVEGUIDE (VANISHING
CURVATURE)

In a first step, we shall suppose that the waveguide is strictly
straight (that is, it exhibits vanishing curvature), its axis
being parallel to the z axis and extending from z =- up to z

= +co.

Let T be its transverse cross section in the xy plane, in
general with arbitrary geometry (this one will be supposed to
be circular in the applications of Section 6; see Fig. 1). For
convenience the z axis and the origin [ = (0, 0, 0)] are chosen
to lie outside the waveguide. Also, let E(x) = (x, y).

Under strict confinement conditions, a discrete number of
propagation modes along the waveguide exist and are de-
scribed by

Epm(W) = exp(ifz)E 0 (x), T2 = 02 - k2ec.

For simplicity we shall devote most of our analysis to the
case in which only one mode is propagating. The generaliza-
tion to any superposition of propagation modes can be car-
ried out without difficulty (see Section 5 for the most rele-
vant details). The subscript pm denotes propagation mode.
Also, fi is the real propagation constant ( > 0), and y > 0 is
the modal parameter.

Eo(x) fulfills the homogeneous integral equation

E0 (x) = -(1/4i) J dx'H(1)(iyx - x'I)k2 [e(x') - c]E 0(x').

(3)

Ho(1) is a Hankel function of zero order and first kind, here
represented as [see Eq. (7.2.42) in Ref. 22]

y

x

Fig. 1. Unbent three-dimensional waveguide with transverse cross
section T. In this and the other figures 0 denotes the origin of
coordinates, far outside the fiber.

H0(1)(izx - xl)
dlxdly expi[l,(x - x') + Y(y -y 

with

(-AT + Y2) 4 Ho(1 )(izy - ) = 6(2)(X - X'

x- x') being a two-dimensional delta function.
Ho(1)(iyjx - x) is, in fact, a two-dimensional Green's func-
tion. Equations (3) and (4) will both be useful later, partic-
ularly for checking the correctness of our solution in the
bent-fiber analysis.

4. BENT WAVEGUIDE: RADIATION FIELD

A. Homogeneous Integral Equation for the Total Field
We shall now consider that the three-dimensional wave-
guide is perfectly straight from z = - up to a finite distance
zo (zo < 0 and is large in magnitude), that it lies far from the
origin, and that it has a large curvature radius R, for z < z <
+co. The dominant curvature effect occurs mainly in the xz
plane far from the origin (see Fig. 2).

A bound field propagating along the -- < z < z0 section of
the waveguide fulfills, in principle, the confinement condi-
tions established in Eqs. (2) and (3) even if, for z > z, where
the waveguide is bent, a certain percentage of energy is lost
as it escapes from the bending region towards the clad.
Thus the natural way to formulate the field, because of the
actual incoming wave conditions and the fact that E -c
never vanishes along the infinite waveguide, leads to a homo-
geneous integral equation.

Specifically, the total field can be expressed as the
homogeneous integral equation

E(x) = J d3 x'G(x- ')k2 [e(x') -eE(x'), (5)

where G is the three-dimensional Green's function [(-A -
k 2eC)G(X - X') = 6(3)(X - X'); n - 0+, [ (T , ly ),- < h <
+-, h = x, y, z]

G( - x') = (1/27r)3 d3T exp[iT(x- x')]
(1/ - 2 + i )

= (1/4r-) Ixp-k~ - I)- (6)
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A check of consistency of Eqs. (5) and (6) follows directly.

For R -- (unbent waveguide), by using E(x') -e(x),

substituting Eqs. (2)-(6) into Eq. (5), and integrating over z
and ly conveniently, the representation given in Eq. (3) is

found. Thus the unbending case can be obtained as a par-

ticular limit of the bending case.

B. Asymptotic Expansion
Owing to the particular geometry of the problem, the possi-
ble values of y', as x' varies inside the waveguide, are small

(see Fig. 2). For given x' we fix the direction of x close

enough to the xz plane, thus forming an angle 0 with the y

y

Fig. 2. Bent three-dimensional fiber. The part of the waveguide
in - < z < zo (lower part) is perfectly straight. The dashed line
represents one curvature radius R. The part above Zo (upper part)
is curved. Since R is large, the transverse cross sections above and

below Z0 are approximately equal. Since the origin lies far from the
waveguide, the range of possible values of y' as x' varies inside it is
quite small, which justifies the approximations made in expression

(8).

axis close to 7r/2 (see Fig. 3). Provided that Ix- >> R, it is then

permissible to replace the Green's function G by its asymp-
totic approximation

G(x - X) (1/47r1xI)exp(ikej' 21x1)exp(-ih''), (7)

with

E'/kc,/2= x/lJx = (cos so sin 0, cos 0, sin so sin 0).

Here and in what follows, so and s' are the angles formed
by the two-dimensional vectors (x, z) and (x', z'), respective-
ly, with the x axis:

IzIx = (X
2

+ Z
2)1/

2 sin p,

IZIJ = (X/2 + z' 2)1/2 sin 4.

Since 0 ir/2 and the possible values of y' are small, one
has

k'x' u cos(so - 4),

Ix'l (X 2 + z/2)1/2 ; u = kEh1/2 sin 0(x'2 + zt2)1/2. (8)

It is possible to use the standard two-dimensional partial-
wave equation [see, for instance, Eqs. (9.1.44) and (9.1.45) in

Ref. 23]

exp(-ik'x') - exp[i(r/2)Mexp[iM(4- ')JIMIM,
M=-.

(9)

where JIMI is a Bessel function of order IMI.
The wave front exp(-ih'x-') is now interpreted as a dis-

crete infinite superposition of phase terms modulated by
oscillatory cylindrical functions. The degree of oscillation
depends on the u argument.

For large R and consistent with the above approximation,

z

69

x

Fig. 3. The angle formed by x (IxI >> R) with the y axis is 0 (close to 7r/2). The projection of x on the xz plane is indicated by a dashed vector,

and so is the angle between the xz plane and the x axis. The vector represented by (- - - - -) is the projection of x' (not displayed) on the xz

plane: the angle between such a projection and the x axis is s'.
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y

x

Fig. 4. New local coordinates are defined with respect to some new origin O' lying inside the transverse cross section T. The distance betweenthe new (') and the former (0) origins is R. A short vector would have local coordinates (xl'y') with respect to the new origin O'.

the following additional approximations will be performed
on the right-hand sides of Eqs. (5) and (9):

where no approximations have been carried out, so far, re-
garding JR(U).

(1) Introduce a local vector (xl', y') as the new coordi-
nates of any point in the transverse cross section T of the
waveguide with respect to a new origin lying inside T (see
Fig. 4). As R is assumed to be suitably large, Ix 'I < R holds
for any point inside T. It is then possible to approximate

[X'2 + Z 2]1/2 '- R + x1'.

(2) The confined modal field defined in Eq. (2) is now
interpreted as a local modal field, and then

x') ~exp(ifz')0(x1', Y) = Epm;

also, (x') - (Xi', Y)-
In both approximations, f3, Epm, Eo(x1', y'), and e(xl', y')

satisfy Eqs. (2)-(4) and so correspond to an exact propaga-
tion mode of the perfect straight waveguide.

(3) Assume so to be small, set z' R4P in all exponentials
[but not in the u argument of J'S, which will require a better
approximation based on approximation (1); see below], and
let Ji+Z dz' - R d'.

For fixed Ixl (>> R), 0 (close to r/2), and , we replace
expressions (7) and (9) into the right-hand side of Eq. (5),
use the above approximations, integrate over 4o', and realize
that only M /3R contributes (that is, take /3R to be either
an integer exactly or that integer M which is closest to the
large dimensionless number 13R). Thus Eq. (5) yields the
asymptotic representation

E(X-) c~(1/Ix_)exp[i(ke,1/21x + R~p + 7r0R/2)]Re, (10)

with

e = /2 IT dxl'dy'J#R(u)k2[(x,' y' - 0]E 0(Xi, y), (11)

The above treatment, which led from Eq. (5) to expression
(10) and Eq. (11), is essentially parallel to that described in
Ref. 20, with some specific differences. The most important
one is that they approximate (X 2

+ Z' 2
)1/ 2 by R in the u

argument of JpR. They then proceed directly to evaluate the
power radiated by the bent waveguide (considered in that
case as a bent antenna), and the resulting integral is asymp-
totically calculated as

JPR(kc /2sin OR) (1/27rR)1 /2 [1/(2 - k 2
Esin 2

)1/4]

X expl-/3(,BR/sin 0)

X [(132 /k2 e) - sin2 0]3/21. (12)

In the J#R function, 13R > kE,1"2 sin OR, as R is always large
(see below). We shall replace J#R(u) by an improved ap-
proximation, leading to related, but different, results. Our
method essentially constitutes a nontrivial three-dimen-
sional generalization of the procedure devised by Marcuse
for two dimensions.' 5

Our basic new three-dimensional approximation is, for
any x' that is being integrated over in Eq. (11),

J#R!, exp[13RA()]/[27rRyl(O)]1/ 2exp[xl'y,(o)], (13)

with

y(O) = (2 - k2Esin 2 0)1/2 (14a)

and

A(0) = #13'y(o) - tanh']#-13y(O)]. (14b)

Notice that our results differ from Eq. (12). The proof of
expression (13) is outlined in Appendix A.
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On combining Eq. (1 1) and expression (1 3), we get the new

formula for the total radiation field to be used in the compu-

tation of the three-dimensional bending losses:

(15)-= 1/ exp[O3RA(0)] 

[27rRyj(0)]1/2 "

with

Jel = dxl'dy' exp[x'yl(O)lk 2[(xl', y') - E]Eo(xl', y')-

(16)

5. ENERGY FLOW IN A BENT WAVEGUIDE

We shall study the incoming energy flow Fin and the energy

radiated by the bent fiber Frad, and we shall derive a formula

for the bending-loss coefficient.
We start by recalling the time-averaged Poynting vector

1/2 Re(E X AP). The incoming propagation mode is fully

described, in -- < z < zo, by the electric field [Eq. (2)] and

the magnetic field Hpm = exp(ifz)H0(x, y) [which satisfies

equations similar to Eqs. (2) and (3), with Epm and Eo re-

placed by Hpm and Ho, respectively]. The incoming energy

flow along the z axis across any plane perpendicular to the

latter in - < z < zo is [u = (0, 0, 1), Eo = (Eo, Eo, Eo), etc.];

Fin = dxj'dy'uzl/2 Re(Epm X Hpm*)

= I I1 dxi'dy/l/ 2Re(EoxHoy* - EoYHox*). (17)

In order to evaluate Frad, we require, for IA >> R and 0 close to

7r/2, the asymptotic expression for the electric field given

through expression (10) and Eqs. (15) and (16) together with
a similar one for the magnetic field (which can be derived
similarly), namely,

H(x) (1/1x|)exp{i[k cj"xI + 13Rp + 7r/2#R]}Rh, (18)

with

h = 1/2 exp[ORA(0)] [27rR-y(0)]"12hl (19)

and

l= dxl'dy' exp[xj'y(0)]k 2 [E(xl', y') - Eo]Hfo(x,' y').

(20)

At this point we shall outline the essentials of the calcula-
tion of the radiated energy flow corresponding to a multi-
mode behavior. Consider, for z < z, a linear superposition
of propagation modes ;N oCaEpm, 2N O afpma c being

some given numerical coefficients and Epm fulfilling Eq. (2)
with certain ya, a, Eoa, etc. The total fields are then E =

.=ocaEa, H = ocaHa [where &a satisfies Eq. (5), etc.].
The asymptotic behaviors of Ea and Ha are given in expres-
sions (10) and (18) and Eqs. (15), (16), (19), and (20) in terms
of a(0), Yia(O), Eo., and H0a

The radiated energy flow through a finite solid angle Q on
the spherical surface of large radius IxI (Ix1 >> R), the center
of which is at x = (0, 0, 0), and determined by the angles 7r/2

- 00 < 0 < 7r/2 + 00 and ypj < p < sc2, where 00 is small and sc'

and (pj will be discussed later, is (dQ = dso sin 0 dO; see Fig. 5)

Frad = 
2

A dQ(x/xI)'/2Re(E X H*) (21)

2 Re(ExH')'F

-a~

y

x

Fig. 5. Flow of radiated energy from a bent waveguide across a finite solid angle Q on a spherical surface of very large radius 1xi (>> R), the cen-

ter of which is at the origin 0. The solid angle is determined by ir/2 - 00 < 0 < 7r/2 + Oo, s°j < < s02 (see the text). The double-line arrow (*)

represents the outgoing time-averaged Poynting vector 1/2 Re(E X R*).
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By using expressions (10) and (18) and Eqs. (15), (16), (19),
and (20), Frad becomes

Frad (R/167r) T dx'dy'I dx "dy'k 4 [(x,', y') - EC]

N

X [(xl", y") - EC] E AaaRe[oa(xj', y')

aia'=O

X Ho01 (X1, Y')]Caca* (22)

with

Aaa' = J dfp sin 0 d0[,Yja(0)'yja,(0)I-1/2

X exp{R[3,A(0) + 3a'Aa'(0)]j

X exp[yl(0)xl' + 'yja,(0)xi"(x/ixA). (23)

A glance at Eqs. (14) and (23) indicates that the largest
contribution to the 0 integration comes from the neighbor-
hood of 0 = 7r/2 and is due to the factor expjll[#aAa(0) +
13aa(0)] since R is large. Therefore not much precision is
lost by setting 0 = 7r/2 in all factors (except expjR[3aAa(0) +
3a'Aa'(0)Ij) in the right-hand side of Eq. (23) and then ex-

tending the 0 integration from = 0 up to 0 = r (that is, at
this stage, 00 = r/2). Thus, since 'yla (O = r/2) = a,

Aaa o 2(ya'ay) 1/2 exp(yaxl' - -a,xj')Aj A2, (24)

with
7r/2

Aj,= dO exp{R[flaa(0) + 3a Aa (0)]}

L [ir/R(-y, + y(a,)]'/2 expIR[#3aa(7r/2) + 13a'Aa'(7r/2)]

(25)

Frad R1/2 exp[20RA(7r/2)]2%p 0 F, (27)

with

F = [/8(27rY 3 )1/2 ] I dx'dy'I dxl'dy'k 4 [E(x', y') - Ej
T [T

X [(xi", y') -,Eexp[,y(xl - )']

(28)

The ratio Frad/20o0R can be interpreted as the energy flux
radiated per unit length of the waveguide. We then define
the bending loss coefficient T as

T = (/Fin)(Frad/2,pOR)

- exp{-2Rfl[tanh7(#B13y) - #B-1y] F
'R1I/2 - Fi (29)

which is normalized to the incoming flux.

6. NUMERICAL ESTIMATES AND
COMPARISON WITH OTHER PREVIOUS
RESULTS

We are interested in analyzing numerically the main fea-
tures appearing in the bending-loss coefficient obtained in
the present study and those presented earlier. The one
defined by Marcuse'9 for a homogeneous two-dimensional
slab of half-width d is

TM = 2 ( c -' exp(2yd)exp[-%('(3/ 2 )R],

(30)

and

T
SL = (rVS/16pRWS)exp[- 4/3(R/p)(AW3/V2)]

and
X [ i - f(r)jF0 (r)r dr] /J F0

2(r)r dr

A 2 = J dc(x/x I).
I°1

(26)

Al, has been evaluated by using Laplace's method,20 which
was allowed since R is large.

In what follows we shall restrict ourselves to the case in
which only one mode propagates initially for z > zo, that is,
cao = 1, c = 0 for a ao (and we omit, then, the subscript
ao), in order to define the bending-loss coefficient for such a
propagation mode. Notice that A2 in Eq. (26) is indepen-
dent of a, a'; an approximate and more manageable expres-
sion for it, which is also valid for the multimode situation,
will be given below.

To obtain a manageable expression for the bending-loss
coefficient for purposes of numerical estimates, we shall
consider further approximations here. We shall suppose
that the incoming averaged Poynting vector is almost paral-
lel to the z axis, which is equivalent to accepting that the
energy lost by the waveguide comes solely from the existence
of bending regions. The largest contribution to Frad can
then be expected from - values close to r/2; so that one
may reasonably set Spj = 7r/2 - 0o, = /2 + fPo, f0o being
small, and A2 2s'ou . By collecting these results, we get

(31)

has been defined by Snyder and Love as the power-attenua-
tion coefficient for a homogeneous three-dimensional fiber
of circular cross section and radius p, where (r = x, e = n2)

n2(r) = n 2[1 - 2Af(r)], A = (nC 2
- n 2)/2nC 2

V = kp(nC,2 -n 1
2), W = p(32 -k2 nc2)112

with kno < < kn,, and F(r) as the radial function charac-
terizing the propagation mode. The order of magnitude and
main variations in Eqs. (29)-(31) are determined by the
exponential factors.

We have studied, for the same three-dimensional fiber of
circular cross section characterized above, the following di-
mensionless coefficients:

(32)(M= 2/(3/32)R

and

s = 4/3(R/p)cmaio
in comparison with

(33)

tA = 2R[tanh-'(y/fl) - (/)], (34)

M. L. Calvo and R. F. Alvarez-Estrada
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Fig. 6. Behavior of the ratio tM/tS at the upper bound (d = kno) and
lower bound (1 = kn,) versus the V parameter. Three values for the
radius p of the fiber have been considered: 1.0, 2.0, and 10.0 Am,
covering all the possibilities from a monomode to a multimode
regime. Other parameters are R = 1.0 cm, X = 0.9 jm, and A = 0.06.

which has been introduced in the present study [Eq. (29)]
and also coincides with the one appearing in Marcuse's two-
dimensional treatment (when no approximations are consid-
ered). Notice that by expanding tanh1(y/1) into powers,

.A = 21R ? (1/3)(/03) + ()(,y/1)5 + ... ], so that the lowest
nontrivial approximation for tA is (M. First, we have studied
(tA/M) - 1 for the ath propagation mode (a = 0, 1, . .. ).
One has

(QA/M) - 1 '/ %(Wa/P1a)2 = /5[1 - (knc/a)2]. (35)

For a fixed core radius p and a fixed relative index difference
A, the values are independent of the modal parameter V.
For p = 1 Aim and A = 0.013, (QA/M) - 1 = 0.01, and for p = 10
,m and A = 0.06, (A/M) - 1 = 0.08. The approximation {A

c M is then a good one for at least up to 2 orders of
magnitude.

We are particularly interested in the numerical analysis of
the following:

(MItS = (a/p3aa)2(1/2*A)

with a=0,1,2,...,

For a fixed incoming wavelength (X = 0.9 Am) and fixed A =
0.06 (o/ecl 1.1), the ratio M/S given in Eq. (36) is dis-
played in Fig. 6 as a function of the V parameter. Its values
depend on the behavior of the waveguide as multimode (for p
= 10 ,4m, the waveguide supports 18 modes with the above
physical parameters) or quasi-monomode (p = 1 tm, with 5
modes: TEO,, TM01, HE,,, HE12, EHl,) behavior. The ra-
tio ,M/s has a higher dispersion in values as the waveguide
approaches an almost monomode behavior, reaching a value
of 1.1 for the HE12 and EHl, modes. This dispersion drasti-
cally decreases as the waveguide propagates light under a
multimode behavior. In this case, (M O.lts, which goes up
to 1 order of magnitude for the EH23 mode. Both coeffi-
cients, M and Us, almost coincide in the boundary of the
near-cutoff condition approximation 1 = knob provided that
the waveguide be almost monomode.

We have also checked numerically Eqs. (37) and (38).
The results are displayed in Fig. 7. In this case only the
bound for 1 = knfca is displayed, as the obtained values for 1
= kncj are almost negligible. We observe here a big disper-
sion in the numerical factors as the waveguide supports a
higher number of modes. The maximum dispersion appears
for p = 10 Aum for both the g function (left axis) and the In g
function (right axis). For the g function only values from V
= 7.016 are displayed, because for smaller V it reaches values
of the order of 10-16 and even less. It is clear that here the
discrepancy is very critical, as it goes up to several orders of
magnitude. The discrepancy is less important for an almost
monomode waveguide, for which the ratio g varies only 1

order of magnitude.
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g = exptS[(M/s) - 1]), (37)

which would give the main variation in the ratio TSL/T and
the difference

M S = Ms[(M/WS - 1] = lng. (38)
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7. DISCUSSION

To go deeper into the above results, it is important to discuss
some basic differences between Marcuse's two-dimensional
method' 5 and our new three-dimensional one:

(1) Marcuse considered explicit solutions (up to an un-
known amplitude) for two-dimensional step-index bent
waveguides without any reference to Green's functions,
whereas our use of the latter enables us to treat waveguides
with arbitrary refractive-index profiles.

(2) Before obtaining a fully explicit formula for the opti-
cal field far from the waveguide, that is, for Ixl >> R [x = (x, y)
in two dimensions], Marcuse was forced to formulate a
"matching condition" for x outside, but near, the fiber:
there, his solutions for the two-dimensional bent waveguide
had to coincide (for large R) with a certain solution for
perfectly straight step-index fiber, which enabled him to
obtain the unknown amplitude referred to above. We em-
phasize the deep significance of such a matching condition
and refer to Marcuse's treatment' 9 for the details. On the
other hand, in order to obtain the general formulas in ex-
pression (10) and Eqs. (15) and (16), we did not need to
impose any matching condition: our asymptotic optical
field followed from the integral Eq. (5).

(3) In the formulation of his matching condition, Mar-
cuse used an asymptotic formula for an outgoing Hankel
function with large order and argument, whereas we are led
to approximate a Bessel function.

(4) The most delicate aspect in the derivation of expres-
sion (10) and Eqs. (15) and (16) from Eq. (5) was to find a
suitable approximation for JR[kecf/sin (x" + z"2)1/2]. In
this connection, one may ask whether expression (13) actual-
ly suffices and whether higher-order corrections in the equa-
tion (or even a different form) would be required. In Ap-
pendix B, we shall outline a consistency argument that indi-
cates that the approximation in expression (13) suffices. As
will be seen there, such a consistency check could be regard-
ed as a general (Green's function) version, for three dimen-
sions, of Marcuse's matching condition in two dimensions.

(5) The specific contribution coming from our three-
dimensional analysis is indicated by the 1/1/R coefficient,
which coincides with the one presented in Ref. 20. This
coefficient does not appear in Marcuse's treatment, whereas
tanh-1[(013y) - 1-1y] does appear in his bending-loss coeffi-
cient. Therefore our analysis is a generalization of both of
these formulations.

(6) The numerical analysis shows that there exists a dis-
crepancy between s and M (or A). The ratios between
these coefficients vary as the waveguide changes in behavior
as monomode or multimode. As the correction to the third
degree of approximation in the general formula is small and
independent of V, we conclude that using the TA appears to
be less compromised. The differences between .A (QM) and
ts (1) are rather small for monomode behavior near cutoff,
(2) increase as the behavior of the waveguide changes from
monomode to multimode, and (3) decrease as the parameter
V increases for a given core radius and propagation mode.

(7) The effect of field deformation that is due to bending
is also important, and it has been considered for particular
(although important) cases by Marcuse 9 and by Sakai and
Kimura.7 It does not seem to be easy to compare our meth-

od with Marcuse's approach to the field deformation effect.
On the other hand, according to Sakai and Kimura, such an
effect amounts to certain specific corrections of order R-'
relative to the leading contribution. Accordingly, the effect
of field deformation does not appear to be incorporated into
expression (10) and Eqs. (15) and (16). Our method may
still provide some basis for conjecturing how the effect of
field deformation that is due to bending could be taken into
account. For instance, this could be done, at least partially,
by keeping terms of order R-' on the right-hand side of (11)
relative to the leading contribution, as given by expression
(10) and Eqs. (15) and (16): such terms could arise as cor-
rections to expression (Al) [compare with Eq. (9.3.8) of Ref.
23]. However, there could be additional R-1 corrections
arising, for instance, from the approximations leading from
Eq. (5) to expression (10) and Eq. (11): they would require
an elaborate treatment, which lies beyond the scope of this
work.

APPENDIX A

We shall outline the derivation of expression (13). We start
by using the following asymptotic representation [see Eq.
(9.3.2) of Ref. 231:

J#R[kecf2 sin(x"2 + Z2)1
12

] 1/[27rR tanh a] 1/2

X exp[1R(tanh a - a)]%, (Al)

cosh a = R/kej 1/2 sin O(x"2 + z2)1/2

c (1/k c(/2 sin 0) [1 - (x'/1R)] (A2)

as ("2 + z2)- 1/2 -_R-[1 - (x'/IR)], since xl' has a limited
variation and R is, by assumption, suitably large so that Ix,'l
<< R holds [recall approximation (1) after expression (9)].
Thus both the order and the argument in JR[hE,1/2 sin 0(x"2
+ Z) 1/2] are large, and the former is larger than the latter.
Consequently, since 1 > k1/2 [recall the last Eq. (2)], one
has cosh a > 1 for any x', which is integrated over in Eq. (11),
and so the validity of expression (Al) is justified.

Next, we shall give more suitable approximations for the
right-hand side of expression (Al). In its denominator, it
suffices to set, if v tanh a,

,BRv = R[(cosh a)2 - 1]1/ 2 /cosh a

= (R)2 - k sin O(X" + z2)1/2

- Ry,(O). (A3)

In order to deal with the exponential in expression (Al), the
following calculations and approximations, which generalize
those made by Marcuse in two dimensions, 9 will be useful:

a - tanh a = (v)n/n,
n=3

(V)n [,Yd(O)/3]n[l-yI ( ) (2x1/R)]n/2

[(0)/#1]n[l -n(0)(x1'1R)] ,

o(O) = ke sin 0/[,y(o)]'.

(A4)

(AS)

(A6)

On combining Eq. (A4) and expression (AS),
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a - tanha ' (1/n)[,y(0)/] - a(0)(x,'/1R) E [^,y(0)/#Bn
n=3 n=3

= tanh'[7,(0)fl3] - [,(O)/#]

- (0)(X1'/R)[y(0)1fl7]3/{j - [yj(0)1g7]2}. (A7)

Finally, the combined use of expressions (A1)-(A3) and
(A7) together with

-,(O)[',(0)I13I/A1 - [(,(0)/j]2j = Y(o) (A8)

leads directly to expression (13).

APPENDIX B

We shall outline a nontrivial check of consistency of our
basic approximations. Specifically, we shall prove that, by
using asymptotic formulas similar to expression (13), Eq. (5)
becomes Eq. (3) when x lies in certain regions (see below).

The following alternative representation for G(x - x') will
be necessary:

G(x- ') = (1/47r) J dl, exp[il,(y - y')]

X (-1/4i) E exp[iM(,o -so')]

M=-.

X HIM(l)[(k 2
c - Y2)1/2r>

X JIMj[(k2C - Y 2)1/2rj. (B1)

In Eq. (Bi), HIMI(1) is the standard Hankel outgoing func-
tion of order M, r< and r> are the smallest and the largest of
(X2 + z2)1/2 and ( 2 + zI2)112, and so and so' are the angles
formed by two-dimensional vectors (x, z) and (x', z') with the
x axis. Equation (BI) can be obtained trivially from Eq. (6)
by recalling Eq. (4) and the standard partial-wave expansion
for HO(') in the xz plane (compare with Ref. 23). For brevity
we omit details. We next consider Eq. (5), replace G(x - x')
by the right-hand side of Eq. (BI) [expressions (7) and (9)
are not used here!], use the approximations (1)-(3) formulat-
ed after expression (9) and, furthermore, assume that

(4) x lies outside but near the waveguide, with 0 close to
ir/2 and Ixl > R (but Il >> R is not supposed here!), and, more
specifically, that Ixl (x2 + z2)1/2 = r> ? R + xj, 0 < x << R,
x- xl' > 0, and so is small so that z Rsp. A direct
calculation analogous to the one yielding expression (10) and
Eq. (11) then leads from Eqs. (5) and (BI) to

E~x-) ~ exp(i1 o) IT dx,'dy'Qk2 [E(xl', y') - E]o(X1,' y),

(B2)

Q = (-1/2i)R | y exp[il(y - y')]

X H-R()[(k2E - l 2 )1/2(X2 + z2)1/2 ]

X JR[(k2EC - Y2)1/2(x'2 + z' 2) 12].

The interest of letting x lie in the region assumed in as-
sumption (4) above should now be apparent: since R is

(B3)

large, curvature effects should not be appreciable, and the
actual propagation mode in the bent waveguide should coin-
cide with that for the perfectly straight one. Consistent
with such an intuition, for such x values the approximation
E(x) exp(i13z)Eo(xjy), z R would be valid at the left-
hand side of expression (B2) and the latter, when exp(i1,R so)
is factored out, would become identical to Eq. (3), if it were
true that, under all the above approximations,

Q (-1/4i)H()jiy[(xj - x ')2 + (y - y')
2 ]1/21 (B4)

holds. Notice that since the right-hand side of expression
(B4) does not depend on R, its validity would require the
cancellation of all curvature effects in Q. We shall prove
that expression (B4) is certainly valid.

We shall approximate the Bessel function contributing to
the right-hand side of Eq. (B3) in a way similar to Eq. (11)
and expression (13), as the former also has large order and
argument:

jflR[(k2E - l 2)1/2(x/ 2 + z'2 )1/2 ] [1/(213R tanh a)]

X exp[1R(tanh a - a)],
(B5)

cosh a X 131?2)1/2 + Z2)
(k ,E C- -B6)

[1/(k 2,E - ly2)1/2] [1 - (x,'/R)]. (B6)

One could be worried about the validity of the approxima-
tion in expression (B5) for values of ly such that k2 E, - ly2 < 0,

since the condition cosh a > 1 would then no longer hold.
Such a difficulty disappears for the following reasons:

(a) The largest contribution to the integral in Eq. (B3)
can be expected to come from ly values such that k2 ef-IY2 >

0, since for ly2 >> k2 E, the product HOR MJ#R is exponentially
damped [as (x2 + z2)1/2 > (x12 + z' 2 )1/2].

(b) The troublesome (k2E, - IY2 )'/2 will be canceled out
automatically at certain stages in the following calculations,
after which it will no longer appear; so, beyond those stages,
it will also become obvious that the ly integration can be
extended from - up to + a.

Calculations similar to those in Appendix A, with sin2 Ok2E,
replaced by k2ef - y2, yield (with '(2 = 132 - 2E,)

R tanh a 1?' R(2; 72 = ('(2 + l 2)1/2

,j = (k2e - l2)/'Y2 2, (B7a)

a - tanh a tanh['( 2/01 - ['(2/1]

- c1(X1'/R)[(,/1f)]/[1 - (z/13)2]. (B7b)

Simple algebra shows that

(B8)l,1l('y2/0)/[1 - (72/13)2] = 72.

The right-hand side of expression (B7b), when Eq. (B8) is
used, and that of the last expression (B7a) no longer contain
the troublesome (k 2ec - lY2)'/2. When the above results are
combined, expression (B5) becomes
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J R[(k'E_ -I 2)1/2 (X2 + z' 2) 1
/
2] - (expffR[(72/0)

- tanh-'(2/)]1)/

I [(27rR 2) 1/2 ]exp(y 2xl').

(B9)

In a similar way, we shall approximate the outgoing Hankel
function appearing in the right-hand side of Eq. (B3) as (see,
for instance, Ref. 23)

HRP)'[(k2 C - l 2)1/2(X2 + Z2)1/2] -i exp[1R(a - tanh a)]/

[(r/2)3R tanh a] /2,

(B10)

cosh a = [R1]/[(k 2ec -
2 )1/2(X2 + Z2 )1/2

(/[(k2, - y2)1/2][1 + (11R)]. (B11)

The calculations leading to expression (B9) also hold for
HOR(1), provided that x1' be replaced by x,; consequently,

H(1) [(k 2 - I 2 )1/2(X2 + Z2 )1/2] -i expl1R[ tanh-('( 2 /)

- (2/)}/[(-/2)R'21/2

X exp(--y 2x2 ). (B12)

When both JR and HRM') are replaced on the right-hand
side of Eq. (B3) by the asymptotic expressions (B9) and
(B12), respectively, the cancellation of all R-dependent fac-
tors is obvious, and we get

Q = 1/27r dly exp[ily(y - y')]

X exp[y2(xl' - xl)]/2y2

= 1/2r J dly exp[il(y - y')]

X 1/2r dl exp[il.,(x - x)] (B13)
(2 + 2 + '( 2)

The last expression in Eq. (B13) follows from the fact that x1
- x 1' > 0 and a residue integration. Finally, the combina-
tion of Eqs. (B13) and (4) leads immediately to the establish-
ment of the validity of expression (B4). This proves that
expression (B2) becomes Eq. (3) under the assumed condi-
tion, which was the announced check of consistency. Let us
replace assumption (4) above in this appendix with

(4') x lies inside the waveguide, with 0 close to 7r/2, Ixi =
(X2 + Z2)1/2 R + x, xi < R and z Rso also hold.

Now, one is also led to expression (B2). If x > x', Q is
still given by Eq. (B3), which, as before, can be shown to
become expression (B4). If xl' > xl, then Q is given by the
right-hand side of Eq. (B3), provided that the arguments of
HO1RM and JR be interchanged, and can also be approximat-
ed by expression (B4) [through a calculation similar to the
one leading from Eq. (B3) to Eq. (B13), with x and x'
interchanged]. Thus we conclude that, under the approxi-
mations (1)-(3) and assumption (4'), Eq. (5) also becomes
Eq. (3), which constitutes another proof of consistency.
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